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Motivations 
       The ability to easily and efficiently align nanorods would do leaps and bounds 
for solar cells and sensors. We choose Au nanorods as a model system to study 
their alignment under an electric field. The alignment of semiconductor nanorods 
perpendicular to the substrate has been previously accomplished using evaporation 
techniques and DC voltage. Yet, vertical uniform alignment of Au nanorods has not 
achieved. Thus, we decided to experiment with AC voltage to find a frequency and 
voltage equilibrium that would align the rods perpendicularly on substrate. 
Synthesis 
CTAB + NaBrH4 + HAuCl4             Gold Seed         C6H6O6 +  HNO3 + HAuCl4 + CTAB 
        Short Nanorods                   Long Nanorods                 Nanodiamonds 
Notes on Synthesis: 
*CTAB is temperature sensitive and must be kept at 25-30°C during experiment 
*AgNO3 is used as a seed for short nanorods and for nanodiamonds 
*Length in high aspect ratio nanorods is time dependent 
Theory 
A. For Torque on a gold nanorod with an aspect ratio of 20:   
We found that the torque of the gold nanorods (5.34x10-18 N.m) is greater than 
Brownian Motion (4.11x10-21 N.m); consequently, the nanorods should align 
perpendicular to the substrate when a great enough electric field is applied. 
B. Aggregation of the Nanoparticles in AC Field 
       The nanorods will aggregate when the vertical oscillation of the nanorods is 
not offset ±90° to the applied electric field, which results in a nonzero net velocity. 
Experimental Setup 
              
            Frequency 
              Range: 
              1 kHz – 
              500,000 kHz 
               
                          Voltage Range: 
                  1V – 12 V 
    The setup was inspired by the Mr. Peanut setup used in our lab to make 
dumbell shaped colloids aggregate and align. (shown below) 
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Images from the SEM 
        Densely Packed Nanorods  
Nanorods Close up After Voltage 
Application 





Results and Ideas 
    With our setup, we found very interesting results at low frequencies and 
high voltages. Under these conditions, we found two things:  
-  The nano-rods, -spheres, and -triangles segregated into respective size 
groups 
-  They aggregated into circular groups with roughly the same diameter 
       Nanosphere Conglomerate               Aggregation under Low Voltage 
Ideas for the Future 
*See if running AC voltage through a sample before centrifugation will 
visibily separate the different particles by relative size and shape 
*More extensive trials at low frequency and high voltage to see if alignment 
can be attained 
*Try with shorter aspect ratio nanorods to see if they will align and 
aggregate with AC voltage 
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